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12670 Ventura Blvd.,
North Hollywood, Calif*,
November 18th, 1953,

John M, Buchanan, Ssq,,
c/o B. C, Packers Ltd,,
Vancouver, B, C.
'
Dear Fir auchanan; I have Mr Hyland's letter of the 10th
inst., enclosing copy of Mr Sagar's letter to him, and
the memo xvhich the latter gentleman prepared for me. It
was very nice of Mr Sagar to have gone to so much trouble
In the matter and I thank both him and Mr Hyland for
their unexpected favours, I also greatly appreciate learning the two scientists' viewpoints and hope my thanks can
be extended to them as well*
Through my father's, my father-in-law's
and my own participation in the business, my connection
with the Pacific Coast salmon fishery goes back to the
first decade of the salmon canning industry, I think,
therefore, I can claim considerable knowledge of what transpired In the past 80 years, not only as regards British
Columbia, but also Paget Sound, Alaska, and the Columbia
and Sacramento rivers as well, I personally knew almost
every one of the pioneer operators in each of these fields
and the knowledge I derived from them, plus what my own
observations taught me, was the foundation on which my
present viewpoints were built. I therefore think, while
I am as fallible as any other body and may miss true interpretations as widely and quite as often as other people
do, that nevertheless the conclusions reached by me are
entitled to consideration along with those formed by others
whose activities cover a much less extended territory, and
their studies a much shorter period of time.
With kindest regards,
Yours faithfully,

C0Mv!SHTP ON MR ^AGFR'S HFH05.
Scientist A 1 r(b) Paragraph 1
In pre-comraercial fishing times, and also in later years,
the big Shuswap--a.da.ms River sockeye runs reached their spawning
grounds in late June or early July whereas today's heavy runs,
from which the present 10,000,000 adult population was derived,
come in October. The situation existing now raises the question
whether today's runs represent the progeny of the Shuswap-Adams
River original summer stock or were derived from fry and fingerlings of n late run''' autumn spawners*
Trap net fishing commenced on Paget Sound in 1891, At
that time and for a few years afterwards there was an early sockeye run to the Fraser river, commencing in Fay and continuing
into July. In 1899 such a run reached the traps on the Sound in
such vast numbers that the canneries there were swamped with
fish and some secured their full packs before the 15th of July*
Only remnants of this run reached the Fraser River and no such
phenomenal early run has appeared on Paget Sound since that year.
It is known that the Shuswap Lake district enjoyed an
early sockeye run prior to 1399. In later yesrs"this particular
area, now1 completely barren, was formerly a major producer of
sockeye"'*". [TrF S O 1950' Report) Apparently this run has not yet
heQii restored since no large summer run has materialised and the
great Shuswap-Adams River runs of today consist almost entirely
of sockeyes that spawn in October arid November, and which in
earlier times were not. very significant contributors to the Fraser River's sockeye supply.
Such change of time in spanning functions Indicate either,
(1) the original summer stock has unaccountably changed
Its long established habit (which has, as far as 1
know, neither been claimed or admitted) or
(2)

the lat© runs of recent years were probably due to
the greater food supplies and opportunities for survive! made available to the autumn arriving stocks
by the disappearance of the summer runs formerly
spawned and reared in the area.

Paragraph 2.
I cannot altogether follow Scientist A*a conclusions In
this paragraph chiefly because, in my ouinion, the history ofthe
Upper Fraser River tends to prove the opposite. The records of
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the early Hudsons Bay Company factors definitely show that long
before white men came to this coast only one year In four produced a run of maximum proportions; one other was medium in
volume end the remaining two were classifiable as partial or
total failures* These same conditions continued to prevail up
to the time of the Hell's Gate catastrophe* More than fifty
reproduction periods are known to have elapsed without the cycles (mostly prior to the introduction of commercial fishing;
producing any restoration of these depleted runs. There does
not seem to be any reasonable proof that man's artifioal accompli shments of the last two or three cycles have reversed Nature's earlier records, I cheerfully acknowledge the beneficial results achieved by the I* P» 3, F, C* and say Mraore Power
to their elbow" but 1 do not share the belief that Fraser River
sockeye runs can, in a few short cycles "reaeh their original
abundance if artificial changes 3%o not take place In the reproductive environmentJ*.
Scientist A

1 (c)

1 cannot see that spawning ground space is a limiting
factor in the situation. It does not contract or expand with
the size of each cyclical run* Fach Upper Fraser sockeye spawning area had phenomenal runs one year in four and equally heavy
runs could have been accommodated in each of the other three
years, I feel the most reasonable explanation is that in years
of poor runs food stocks were insufficient for the total demands
made upon them and until a plenteous supply for all contenders
is obtainable, either by a reduction of predatory species or
augmentation of Nature's bounty, maximum results in sockeye rehabilitation will not be achieved.
Scientist A

1 (c)

(ii)

I feel the main reason why increasing the food of sockeye in a lake has not yet been found is because no systematic
research effort has been attempted outside of the one small lake
In Alaska referred to by Scientist B in his 4 (c) comments.
Over fifteen years ago biologists Swingle and Smith found
that ponds in Alabama in a natural state produced enough plankton
to support anywhere from forty to two hundred pounds of fish per
acre, but when fertilized these same ponds would support five hundred to six hundred pounds per acre*
In other places since that time it has been proved that
plankton has ueea increased enormously by artificially fertilizing lake waters and that as one result of such increase the average weight of 3peckled trout in such environment had more than
doubled* Cockeye and speckled trout are both salmonoid fish and
what has been accomplished with one should be obtainable by the
other, fits so much at stake in the Fraser River sockeye fishery

- 3 it is anything but creditable that experimentation in increasing
the food supply of its lake waters has been so studiously ignored,
scientist A

Z (d)

I am no upholder of past hatchery accomplishments with salmon* They never advanced beyond the preliminary stage and even
today evidence practically no signs of improving. On the other
hand equally young hatchery born striped bass and shad have been
Introduced Into Pacific Coast waters and their successful transportation and increases indicate similar results are possible with
artificially propagated sockeye in their spawning areas*
It may be difficult to prove positively that the Bon Accord
hatchery releases in Harrison Bay account for the maintenance of
the run to that section while the runs entering Harrison Lake's
tributary streams have decreased* Nevertheless the preponderance
of evidence points to their beneficial effeet and the peculiar
markings of the scale nucleus (knows nowhere else save possibly in
the Nushigak River in Bering Sea) demonstrates a difference not
otherwise explained* It appears to me a necessary corrollary that
(excluding the Birkenhead stock} the only portion of the Harrison
Lake watershed to "have recovered completely" is That in which
those Bon Accord hatchery fry were planted. The onus of proving
otherwise seems to me to lie with those who doubt and surmise toes
not constitute proof.
Scientist H

m

I would like to dispel any idea that my critlclams are directed at fish biologists per se. Nothing has been, or Is, further from say mind, Fhat I do feel, however, and protest against,
is that a great deal of their thoughts and- accomplishments, or
lack of same, seem influenced by outside considerations such as
the known apathy of their governmental associates to undertake
Plaits activities, or their fears of what public opinion might
be*
I am happy to learn that Scientist B largely shares my
viewpoint concerning the desirability of reducing the number of
predators in sockeye producing waters of the Fraser River system.
"Survival of the fittest" is a certainty and between a tiny sockeye
fry and an older predator there con be no question but that the
results would be analogous to expecting a week-old calf to survive
amidst adult cattle in a field where the supply of fodder was insufficient for both.
1 (c)

Dealing specifically with the points raised by scientnt E
(ii):

Grace (Hicks) Lake was inaccessible to ascending fish and
to maintain a sockeye run would necessitate stocking it each individual year, Fere not the declines since the first two years
due to failures in this respect? Some of the hatchery officials
who succeeded Mr Robinson may have lacked the gentleman's per-
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sistency and zeal for investigating*
Scientist B

4 (a) and (c)

Fith no desire to harp on the subject, 1 would, again
point out that in almost every undertaking in artificial propagation of animal and vegetable life, Man has been rewarded
with success, Pven with fishes born in fresh water but matured in the ocean, such as the shad and striped bass, t&ii has
held true* 1 cannot believe equally satisfactory results will
be denied mankind in the one instance of salmon culture* Nor
can 1 see why predatory inroads on salmon fry In their lake
feeding areas cannot be held within bounds, controlled, or if
necessary eliminated, as has been done, and is being done, in
every other field of artificial propagation*
There may be no doubt that predator and competitive
species on the feeding grounds could "turn to alternative foods
if plankton is short and leave more for the sockeye" but 1 regret to say that I have no more faith in such philanthropy prevailing with fish gourmets than I would expect of their human
counterparts.
Scientist 3

4 (a) Paragraph 2

This paragraph illustrates what I meant by earlier remarks concerning fear of public opinion. She entire population
of British Columbia is less than one million people of which
three quarters (women and children) mostly do not Indulge in
sport fishing. If all adult men in B. C, were anglers and average 320*00 apiece in their preparations the total outlay
would not exceed $5, 000,000* per annum. Compare this with the
1953 Puget 3ound-B, C, sockeye salmon pack of approximately
700,0,00* cases at an average selling price of $30*00 per case,
or |21,000,000. and then wonder which is entitled to the greater
consideration* Take again, the necessity of each from the
standpoint of food values produced end the disparity Is a thousand times greater. The ©port fisherman possibly feeds his own
family temporarily; the salmon packers provide millions of meals
for all the world to consume*
It was this te&oeney to forego maximum benefits in favour
of lesser ones that seems paramount with governmental department***pflGft officials and politicians that stirred me to fight against
the meek surrender on their part to the desire of the Alumlnlm
Company of Canada for water rights in the Nechako and Nanika Lake
districts. The Federal Government admitted that Impounding and _
diverting the waters of Nanika Lake would absolutely dsstrofgjy^
ard
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valuable asset taken from the Canadian people. The still
greater gift of the Nechako area water rights - again without any compensating payment for its fishery asset - bordered on criminal negligence and 1 deplore the apathy displayed
by professional fishermen, commercial interests end those
who supply their wants, in not having aroused public opinion
to fight successfully against such abject surrender.

